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Professors, beware. A ‘student information officer’ might be watching.
Javier C. Hernández, The New York Times, 11/01
With a neon-red backpack and white Adidas shoes, he looks like any other undergraduate on the
campus of Sichuan University in southwestern China. But Peng Wei, a 21-year-old chemistry major,
has a special mission: He is both student and spy. Mr. Peng is one of a growing number of “student
information officers” who keep tabs on their professors’ ideological views. They are there to help
root out teachers who show any sign of disloyalty to President Xi Jinping and the ruling Communist
Party.
Read more »
Selective amnesty dashes hopes of lecturers’ release
Tunde Fatunde, University World News, 10/31
Observers of Cameroonian politics and higher education are baffled and disappointed by President
Paul Biya’s decision not to include the six university teachers abducted from Abuja, Nigeria, and
deported back to Cameroon in 2018 in his recently-granted amnesty for political prisoners. Biya’s
general amnesty announced in early October saw the unconditional release of 333 political
prisoners, including Maurice Kamto, a professor of public law and former dean of the faculty of law
at the University of Yaoundé and later faculty of law at the University of Ngaoundéré.
Read more »
Academic freedom: Repressive government measures taken against universities in more than 60
countries
Kirsten Roberts Lyer, The Conversation, 10/30
Universities around the world are increasingly under threat from governments restricting their
ability to teach and research freely. Higher education institutions are being targeted because they
are the home of critical inquiry and the free exchange of ideas. And governments want to control
universities out of fear that allowing them to operate freely might ultimately limit governmental
power to operate without scrutiny. My recent report, co-authored with researcher Aron Suba for
the International Centre for Not-for-Profit Law, has found evidence of restrictive and repressive
government measures against universities and other higher education institutions in more than 60
countries.
Read more »
Czech-Chinese ties strained as Prague stands up to Beijing
Rob Schmitz, NPR, 10/30
On a typical day, Prague's City Hall is buzzing with discussions about contracts to upgrade the city’s
centuries-old network of cobblestone streets or sewers. But this month, assembly members have
been debating a bigger topic — China, and what to do about it. Many in the city are concerned
about Beijing’s efforts to influence local politics, business, and higher education space.
Read more »
Defending increasingly threatened academic freedoms globally
Marina Svensson and Eva Pils, Social Science Space, 10/30

Academic freedom is at the heart of successful universities. UNESCO defines it as the right “to
freedom of teaching and discussion, freedom in carrying out research and disseminating and
publishing results.” Academics have pointed out that it also means self-governance and security of
academic jobs to ensure independence. Yet in the current climate, academic freedom is under
threat everywhere. Not only do some countries perpetrate direct attacks on students and scholars.
But the internationalization of higher education has also created new global threats for both
scholars and students.
Read more »
Iran lawyer: No proof of charges against 2 French citizens
Nasser Karimi, The Associated Press, 10/28
An Iranian lawyer representing two French researchers in custody in Tehran says prosecutors have
given no evidence of spying and security charges against them, the semi-official ISNA news agency
reported Monday. The report quoted lawyer Saeid Dehghan as saying Roland Marchal was detained
on security charges in June while visiting Iran to see Iranian-French fellow academic Fariba
Adelkhah.
Read more »
Hong Kong protests spread to U.S. colleges, and a rift grows
Emma Goldberg, The New York Times, 10/26
For much of the year, Frances Hui followed the Hong Kong demonstrations from her dorm room at
Emerson College, feeling guilty that she was safe in Boston while clashes grew increasingly violent
for her fellow Hong Kongers. But when she protested on campus in support of the movement this
month, she did not expect to fear for her own well-being.
Read more »

